PCMag.com Names Enlocked Editors’ Choice for Encrypted Email
Unmatched Security and Simplicity Cited in Product Review

SAN JOSE, Calif. (August 18, 2014) – PCMag.com (www.pcmag.com), the most trusted online brand for
labs-based product reviews, just selected the current version of Enlocked’s (www.enlocked.com)
encrypted email service as an Editors’ Choice for encrypted email. The Editors’ Choice award is PC Labs’
highest tech rating.
“This recognition by PCMag, the trusted online resource for all things tech, is an important validation of
Enlocked™ capabilities,” said Andy Feit, Enlocked’s CEO. “That Enlocked is cited as the best encrypted
email service reviewed by PC Labs says to our current users they made an excellent choice and to those
considering it, they won’t find a better option.”
The review notes “For privacy, you'd be better off using encryption, but encryption is no good unless it's
really, really easy for both the sender and the recipient. Enlocked 2 is just that easy, and…it's practical
for individuals, small businesses, and even corporations. Local-only encryption and zero-knowledge
passwords mean nobody can view your encrypted communication, not even the company itself.”
Along with optimal simplicity and security, Enlocked was also praised for having plug-ins for Microsoft
Outlook and Google Gmail that further simplify secure emailing, Apple and Android mobile apps, the
versatile browser-based Enlocked Anywhere™ and even a pop-up that asks if you want to “Send Secure”
before it’s too late when an email contains words like “password” or “account.”
About Enlocked
Enlocked Inc., founded in 2011 by security technology experts, creates encrypted email services for
businesses and professionals that need to send sensitive information while complying with government
and industry security and privacy regulations.
Enlocked is the only secure email service that lets sensitive information be sent with unmatched ease,
certainty and efficiency, all while meeting or exceeding security and privacy requirements for personal,
confidential or privileged material distribution. The service works with any email program, on the most
popular devices and is designed so only the sender and recipient see the information, not Enlocked, not
the sender’s mail provider, not a government official, no one.
For more information or to download the browser extension or device plug-in, please visit
www.enlocked.com.
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